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Abstract
An approach to multiscale modelling of the hydro-mechanical behaviour of geomaterials
in the framework of computational homogenization is presented. At the micro level a repre-
sentative elementary volume (REV) is used to model the material behaviour based on the
interaction between a solid skeleton and a pore fluid to provide the global material responses
and associated stiffness matrices. Computational homogenization is used to retrieve these
stiffness matrices from the micro level. The global response to deformation of the REV serves
as an implicit constitutive law for the macroscale. On the macroscale, a poro-mechanical
continuum is defined with coupled hydro-mechanical behaviour, relying on the constitutive
relations obtained from the modelling at the microscale. This double scale approach is ap-
plied in the simulation of a biaxial deformation tests and the response at the macro level
is related to the micro-mechanical behaviour. Hydromechanical coupling is studied as well
as material anisotropy. To be able to study localization of strain, the doublescale approach
is coupled with a local second gradient paradigm to maintain mesh objectivity when shear
bands develop.
Keywords:
multiscale modelling, FE2, computational homogenization, hydromechanical coupling, local
second gradient model, cracking-induced strain localization













The classical approach to modelling hydromechanical coupling in materials is the porome-2
chanical description, founded on the pioneering work of Biot (1941), in which a solid and a3
fluid continuum exist at the same material point and the behaviour of both continua and4
their interaction are modelled by phenomenological relations (for details, developments and5
a review see Coussy (1995) and Schanz (2009)). The phenomenological relations of the6
poromechanical description are supposed to correctly represent the interaction between the7
solid skeleton and the pore fluid, that could be identified at a microscopic scale. These8
relations are readily available for cases in which material properties are constant, but for9
more complex behaviour, the formulation of constitutive relations and their implementation10
in numerical methods becomes more and more complex. An alternative approach to de-11
riving the macroscale constitutive relations is to start from the underlying microstructural12
description, for which the different components of the material can be modelled explicitly13
and the interaction of the constituents can be defined based on physical considerations.14
In this work, the framework of computational homogenization is used in the finite element15
squared (FE2) method. On a microscale level, the microstructure of the material is modelled16
in a representative elementary volume (REV), of which the homogenized response serves17
as a numerical constitutive relations in the macroscale continuum. This framework was18
initially introduced for the modelling of microstructural solids of different nature ( Terada19
and Kikuchi (1995); Feyel and Chaboche (2000); Kouznetsova et al. (2001); Miehe and Koch20
(2002), see also Schro¨der (2014) for an extensive overview) and later extended to multiphysics21
couplings, starting with thermomechanical coupling by O¨zdemir et al. (2008b,a). Aspects22
of hydromechanical coupling were studied using computational homogenization by Massart23
(Massart and Selvadurai, 2012, 2014), and doublescale computations with computational24
homogenization of hydromechanical coupled behaviour were studied in Mercatoris et al.25
(2014) and Ja¨nicke et al. (2015).26
These methods all describe first-order computational homogenization schemes, taking27













poration of the separation of scales. This means that the length scale of the kinematical29
gradients at the macroscale is much larger than the microstructural REV, such that the REV30
represents the material point behaviour. The result of the separation of scales is that no31
macroscopic length scale can be taken into account and the method is limited to the classical32
continuum mechanics theory (Geers et al., 2010). As a result, a continuum approach has to33
be maintained at the macroscale throughout the computation. To overcome these limitations34
of the classical continuum theory, the method was extended to second-order computational35
homogenization (Kouznetsova et al., 2004; Feyel, 2003), deriving the classical part of the36
constitutive behaviour as well as the higher gradient part, thereby directly linking the length37
scales between micro and macroscale. With these enrichments, objectivity of the solutions38
with respect to the mesh was restored at the cost of losing the separation of scales.39
Additional approaches were presented for micromorphic continua (Ja¨nicke et al., 2009),40
while others have abandoned the macroscale continuum formulation and introduced discon-41
tinuous modes of deformation (Mercatoris and Massart, 2011; Coenen et al., 2011a; Nguyen42
et al., 2011; Toro et al., 2014). However, the application of these discontinuous modes of43
deformation at the macroscale could lead to complications in case of multiphase couplings44
and the restriction to a macroscale continuum is therefore preferred in this work.45
At the macroscale, difficulties arise in the classical formulation when softening response46
is to be considered, and the well-known mesh-sensitivity appears with the loss of ellip-47
ticity of the equilibrium equations (Pijaudier-Chabot and Bazˆant, 1987). To restore the48
well-posedness of the macroscale problem, an enrichment of the kinematical constraints is49
required. This enrichment has to allow the use of any classical constitutive relation, both50
for the mechanical and the hydraulic behaviour and its coupling, since the computational51
homogenization will provide a constitutive relation in the most general form.52
In this work a computational homogenization approach is introduced for the homogeniza-53
tion of microscale solid-fluid interaction to obtain a macroscale poromechanical description.54
The microscale model is based on the work of Frey et al. (2012). It describes the interac-55
tion between the solid skeleton and pore fluid in a REV, without relying on phenomeno-56













response to kinematic loading of the REV, the framework of computational homogenization58
(Kouznetsova et al., 2001) is extended to take into account the hydromechanical coupled59
behaviour. The resulting numerical constitutive relation is coupled with a local second gra-60
dient paradigm for hydromechanical coupling (Collin et al., 2006). With the decomposition61
assumption between first and second gradient parts of the constitutive equations (Chambon62
et al., 2001), the continuum can be combined with any classical constitutive relation for63
hydromechanical coupling.64
The paper is structured as follows; Section 2 presents the macroscale formulation of the65
poromechanical continuum with the local second gradient model. Section 3 introduces the66
framework for the REV derived from the assumption of local periodicity and introduces67
the micromechanical model. Section 4 provides the formulation of the computational ho-68
mogenization for hydromechanical coupling based on the Hill-Mandel macro-homogeneity69
principle to derive the definitions of homogenized macro response. An example of the ap-70
plication of the model is given in Section 5 on the modelling of biaxial compression under71
transient conditions. The paper closes with some concluding remarks in Section 6.72
2. Macroscale formulation of the saturated poromechanical continuum in finite73
deformation74
As it is the ambition to apply the method on localization problems with material soften-75
ing, an enhancement of the macroscale continuum is required to maintain the objectivity of76
the macroscale formulation in the softening domain. Many regularization methods were pro-77
posed for this purpose, either based on a nonlocal averaging (Pijaudier-Chabot and Bazˆant,78
1987), gradient plasticity theories (Aifantis, 1984) or based on micromorphic media (Ger-79
main, 1973) of which many specific cases can be derived. The most famous of these cases is80
the micropolar continuum, better known as the Cosserat medium (Cosserat and Cosserat,81
1909). Here, the local second gradient paradigm (Germain, 1973; Chambon and Caillerie,82
1999; Matsushima et al., 2002) is chosen, which is a specific case of micromorphic medium in83
which the microkinematic gradient νij is constrained to be equal to the macro displacement84
































dΩ− W¯ ?e = 0 (1)
with W¯ ?e the external virtual work as an effect of the boundary traction t¯ and the boundary87
double traction T¯ . Superscripts t and ? denote quantities at time t and virtual quantities88
respectively; σtij are the components of the Cauchy stress tensor, Σ
t
ijk are the components89
of the double stress tensor. In addition, the constraint on the microkinematical tensor ν,90
with components νij, requires the additional balance equation with respect to the Lagrange91








dΩt = 0 (2)
The balance equation for the fluid part of the problem is formulated without the gradient93







dΩ− R¯?e = 0 (3)
where mti are the components of the fluid mass flux. The external virtual work R¯
?
e is the95
combined effort of the boundary fluid mass flux m¯t = mini (ni being the components of96
the boundary normal outward vector ~n) and possible sink terms Qt. M is the specific mass97
of the fluid phase with M˙ its time derivative and p is the pore pressure. The iterative98
search to a configuration Ωt for which (1) to (3) hold entails looking for a configuration Ωτ299




res corresponding to (1), (2) and (3)100
respectively from a preceding test solution of configuration Ωτ1, using a full Newton-Raphson101
procedure. Development of the iterative procedure in an updated lagrangian formulation102
(with respect to configuration τ1), leads to the following combined expression of iterative103




τ1][dU τ1(x,y)]dΩ = −W τ1res − T τ1res −Rτ1res (4)










and dλτ1ij , with d[.]


















(4×3) 0(4×8) 0(4×4) −I(4×4)
KMW,τ1(3×4) K
WW,τ1




E3τ1(4×4) 0(4×3) 0(4×8) 0(4×4) I(4×4)
E4τ1(4×4) 0(4×3) 0(4×8) −I(4×4) 0(4×4)

(5)
with [I(4×4)] the identity matrix. Matrix [D(8×8)] contains the relation between the double109
stress Σijk and the gradient of microkinematics ∂νlm/∂xn, for which a linear isotropic relation110





Σijk = Dijklmn∂ν˙lm/∂xn (6)
See Be´suelle et al. (2006) or Collin et al. (2006) for the full matrix D(8×8) representing the113
6th order tensor with components Dijklmn independent of the material state. The matrices114
[E1], [KWM ], [KMW ] and [KWW ] describe the relation between the classical components115
of the hydromechanical coupled relations. They contain both geometrical and rheological116
terms, the former of which can be found in Matsushima et al. (2002) and Collin et al. (2006).117
The rheological terms are the consistent linearizations of the constitutive relations. In the118















or summarized as [Aτ1(7×7)]{δU τ1(7)} = {δSτ1(7)}, with {U(7)} the column vector of the 7 (in a120
two-dimensional problem) first order kinematical degrees of freedom ∇~uM , ∇pM and pM at121
the macroscale material point and {S(7)} their dual response terms σM , ~mM and M˙ . Spatial122
discretization of field equation (4) is done by means of 8-noded quadrilateral elements with 4123
integration points, using the finite element program Lagamine (University of Lie`ge, Charlier124













whereas linear shape functions are used for the fluid problem. An additional 9th node is126
introduced at the center of the element to take into account the Lagrange multipliers λij,127
which are assumed constant over the element. The reader is referred to Collin et al. (2006)128
for more details on the specific element used at the macroscale.129
3. Microscale model for hydromechanical solid-fluid interaction130
On the microscale, the microstructure of the material is defined by grains, separated by131
cohesive interfaces. Fluid can percolate in the pore network that is formed by these interfaces132
and fluid pressure acts statically on the (impermeable) grains. This model was introduced by133
Frey et al. (2012) in large strain formulation and used to constitute a REV. The homogenized134
response to kinematic loading of this REV was used to provide the macroscopic material135
point behaviour. However, this model does not comply with the Hill-Mandel condition of136
macro homogeneity (Hill, 1965; Mandel, 1972), which requires the work at the microscale137
to be equal to the work at the macroscale.138
For the consistent homogenization of the response, the microscale model by Frey et al.139
(2012) needed modifications to avoid non-symmetries in the stress tensors as some inconsis-140
tencies with respect to large deformations prevented the direct application of computational141
homogenization of the microscale model. In addition, the periodic conditions in the presence142
of fluid pressure gradients and the definition of a stress tensor in the interface cohesive zone143
under large deformation required modifications of the microscale model to restore consis-144
tency. For these reasons, the following modifications were made;145
• the total microscale fluid pressure in any point inside the REV is approximated by146
the macroscale fluid pressure pM under the assumption of separation of scales. This147
assumption is required for the consistent application of fluid-to-solid interaction within148
the periodic frame. As a result of this, a fictitious term pˆ defined as pm = pM + pˆ is149
used to capture any deviation from the macroscopic pressure as a result of both the150
macroscopic pressure gradient ∇pM over the REV and the microscale spatial variation151














• a small strain formulation is adopted for the description of the microstructural REV.154
A decomposition of the macroscale deformation gradient tensor into a stretch and a155
rotation component is used to be able to take into account possible large rotations at156
the macroscale.157
To couple the behaviour of the micro and the macroscale, the macroscale kinematics158
needs to be enforced on the REV through the boundary conditions. It is well-known that159
for the problems with elliptic equations underlying the REV boundary value problem (BVP),160
the periodic boundary conditions are the most efficient way to enforce the global kinematics161
on the REV (K. Terada, 2000; O. van der Sluis, 2000). Ellipticity of the equations can be162
lost when microscale damage or softening behaviour becomes dominant in the homogenized163
REV behaviour. The microscale kinematics then looses its periodicity and the homogenized164
response becomes dependent on the size of the REV as demonstrated by Bilbie et al. (2008)165
for the model under consideration.166
The use of periodic boundary conditions beyond the point of loss of ellipticity leads167
to a material response in which the periodic frame is an inherent part of the homogenized168
response, first of all by defining an artificial internal length with respect to spatial repetitions169
of the micromechanical fracture pattern and secondly by the orientation-dependency of this170
internal length. Early developments of enhancement of the boundary conditions to deal with171
the loss of periodicity were suggested in literature, see for example Coenen et al. (2011b,a);172
Nguyen and Noels (2014); Toro et al. (2014). In this work, no further enhancement is made173
to deal with the loss of periodicity. As a result, the periodic conditions are present in174
the homogenized response and as such introduce an REV size dependency in macroscopic175
softening behaviour. Further development of the boundary conditions, including consistency176
with respect to hydromechanical coupling, remains an unresolved problem.177
The hydraulic problem at the microscale is formulated under steady-state conditions.178
Steady-state conditions are consistent with the separation of scales because the characteristic179













flow at the macroscale. This assumption could be discussed if several characteristic times181
at the small scale would coexist, like for a double porosity model or a time dependent182
mechanical behavior.183
3.1. Formulation of the REV periodic BVP184
Two types of kinematics fields are used; those on the macroscale (uMi , p
M) and those185
on the microscale (umi , p
m). The macroscale kinematics fields are considered continuous,186
whereas the micromechanical displacement fields umi is generally discontinuous and should187
therefore be treated as piecewise differentiable. Discontinuities in the displacement fields are188
restricted to the grain interfaces, such that N continuous subdomains Ωn can be identified.189
These subdomains are separated by interfaces, defining surface domain Γ and the boundaries190
of these subdomains are either the external domain boundaries ∂Ω or internal boundaries191













with ~n the outward normal vector either to the grain boundary ∂Ωint or to the REV boundary193
∂Ω .194
Subdividing the internal boundaries into upper and lower parts of the interface walls ∂Ω+int195




i between which the discontinuity can196
be defined as ∆ui = u
+
i −u−i allows rewriting (8) into (9) with domain Γ and ~n defined along197
∂Ω−int, Ω
















~um ⊗ ~ndS (9)
with n−i the normal outward vector of ∂Ω
−
int and Γ the surface domain of the grain interfaces,199
























In the doublescale framework, ∇~uM , ∇pM and pM , will be used as the macroscopic constraint203
on the global state of the REV and therefore are equal to ∇~uM,τ1, ∇pM,τ1 and pM,τ1. These204
kinematic variables are part of the macroscale kinematic state vector U τ1 in (4) for assessing205
the equilibrium of trial solution [.]τ1. This means that the boundary conditions will be206
consistent with the implicit formulation of the Newton-Raphson iterative scheme for solving207
the macroscale BVP of Section 2.208
The coupling between the two domains is obtained by means of the assumption of local209
periodicity of both the microstructure and the kinematics. Homologous points on the REV210
boundary are found at a distance ~y and periodicity of kinematics prescribes an identical211
behaviour of these points. Introducing lead points xL and follow points xF as the homologous212
points on opposite sides of the REV (see Figure A.1), their kinematics can be related to213
meet (9) and (10):214
~um(xF ) = ~um(xL) +∇~uM · ~y (11)
215
pm(xF ) = pm(xL) +∇pM · ~y (12)











(∇pM · ~y)⊗ ~nFdS (14)
[Figure 1 about here.]218
The periodic REV implies the continuation of the material in a repetitive way, such that219
a continuity of both strain (or relative displacement in case of interfaces) and stress is220













q = ~m · ~n are antiperiodic, as to provide a combined equilibrium:222
~tF + ~tL = ~0 (15)
223
qF + qL = 0 (16)
The definition of the periodic conditions for hydraulic fluxes requires a steady-state assump-224
tion of the microscale problem. This assumption is in line with the separation of scales.225
[Figure 2 about here.]226
3.2. The microscale mechanical problem227
The continuous subdomains introduced above are used to model the granular skeleton228
of the material. The grains are assumed to be elastic and characterized by an isotropic,229
linear elastic constitutive relation. Their internal balance equation (∇ · σ = ~0) is solved230
by means of a finite element discretization using 4-node isoparametric quadrilateral finite231
elements, which need no further discussion. The interface between two grains is modelled232
by means of interface elements to take into account the cohesive traction ~T acting normally233
and tangentially between the grains. 4-node interface elements with initially zero thickness234
are used (see Figure A.4). Normal and tangential cohesive forces are defined independently,235
using a simplistic damage law dependent on parameters Tmaxt/n (the maximum cohesive force236
tangential (t) or normal (n) to the grain boundary), 0 < Dt/n ≤ 1 (the relative degradation237
of the interface) and δct/n (the relative interface displacement for complete degradation of238
the cohesive forces). Interface state parameters Dt and Dn take into account the history of239

















where D0t and D
0
n are two model parameters defining the state of initial degradation and
thereby the initial interface stiffness. The state variables Dtt and D
t













normal and tangential components individually allows writing the equations for the interface
cohesion (see also Figure A.3):





















− χ∆utn2 if ∆utn < 0
This model is equivalent to the linear softening models used for cohesive zones in for example241
Geubelle and Baylor (1998). For Dn, Dt → 0 this model converges to the linear softening242
model by Camacho and Ortiz (1996). It should be noted that the presented model does243
not take into account any relation between normal and tangential components. As a result,244
frictional effects are not accounted for at the grain interfaces and damage can take place245
in each component individually. Nevertheless, mean stress dependency of strength can be246
found as an effect of the imbrication of the grains. This first-version model of the interface247
cohesive forces, consistent with formulations in Frey et al. (2012); Marinelli et al. (2016),248
can be changed for physically more meaningful constitutive relations without affecting the249
modelling framework.250
[Figure 3 about here.]251
The additional term −χ∆utn2 for ∆utn < 0 is used to take into account normal contact of252
grains by means of penalization. The penalization term χ should be taken large to obtain253
physically relevant contacts with a minimum of interpenetration of grains, but not too large254
so to maintain the numerical accuracy of the system of equations to be solved.255
Numerical integration and taking into account the fluid pressure acting normally on the256
grain boundaries allows deriving the element equivalent nodal forces and assembling the257
element stiffness matrices. This leads to the global system of equations for the mechanical258
part of the microscale model:259













This system of equations is used as the auxiliary system of equations [Kmm,ζ1]{duζ1} ≈260
−{df ζ1} to iteratively update the configuration {uζ1} by iterative increment {duζ1} =261
{uζ2} − {uζ1}. The updated state {uζ2} aime to correct for out-of-balance forces {df ζ1}.262
Note that the variation of the hydraulic normal forces on the grain interfaces is not taken263
into account in this auxiliary system of equations. As an effect of the separation of scales,264
the microscale fluid pressure pm is approximated by the macroscale fluid pressure pM,τ1265
(see Section 3.3). This means that the hydraulics-to-mechanics coupling is enforced on the266
microscale in a direct way and the microscale granular configuration can be computed in-267
dependent from the hydraulic problem, while maintaining the implicit formulation of the268
framework.269
[Figure 4 about here.]270
3.3. The microscale fluid problem271
As introduced above, the microscale pressure is split into two parts to take into account272
variations in pressure gradients and variations in absolute pressure independently at the273
microscale:274
pm = pM + pˆ (22)
Under the assumption of separation of scales the two right hand terms will be of different275
orders of magnitude. This implies that pM can be used for all (variations of) the total value276
of pm, whereas pˆ can be used whenever gradients of pm are considered, either enforced by277
the macroscale gradient ∇pM or due to microstructural heterogeneity.278
The pore channel network formed by the grain interfaces allows fluid to be transported as279
a reaction to a pressure gradient. For defining a relation between the interface configuration280
and the pressure gradient on one hand and the fluid mass flux on the other, the assumption281
on the channel shape and the type of flow is required. As the model is developed in 2D,282
an assumption of steady state laminar flow between smooth parallel plates is made. As a283
function of the fluid viscosity µ, the well-known cubic relation between fluid mass flux in284





















The coupling term κ is here given as a function of ∆uh, which is defined by the normal
opening of the interface ∆un and contains a small correction to avoid negative-thickness or
zero-thickness interface openings as this would lead to non-physical interface flow properties




h −∆utransn + ∆un(s) if ∆un > ∆utrans (24)
= ∆uminh if ∆un <= ∆u
trans
Two control parameters ∆uminh and ∆u
trans
n are introduced in this way, controlling indirectly287
the initial and minimum permeability of the material by guaranteeing continuous flow paths288
even in case of closed interfaces from a mechanical point of view (Figure A.5). The minimum289
permeability is a simplistic way to take into account the bulk permeability of undamaged290
material of low permeability, in which flow can take place through some permeable solid291
components. In this case, the homogenized permeability of the REV cannot be smaller than292
the bulk permeability of the intact material.293
[Figure 5 about here.]294
Fluid compressibility is taken into account, although the spatial variation of fluid density295
within the REV can be neglected because of the separation of scales. This means that the296
fluid density is a function of the macroscale pressure pM,τ1:297






where ρw0 is the fluid density at zero fluid pressure and k
w the fluid bulk modulus. With the298
fluid density constant over the channel and mass conservation in the channel (d$/ds = 0)299




















−1 (pˆl2 − pˆl1) (26)
the first part of the right hand side (26) is captured in a singe term φl to characterize the302
fluid transport in channel l, containing both fluid density and channel conductivity:303
φl(pˆl2 − pˆl1) = $l (27)
With the fluid mass balance taken into account in each interface element, the domain fluid304
mass balance can be completed for the full domain by considering the nodal fluid mass305
balance q, with the nodes positioned on the intersection of interface channels. Defining the306








allows assembling the global system of equations to solve the hydraulic system of equations308
[Khh(m×m)]{pˆ(m)} = {q(m)} (29)
where the nodal mass balance of each node i under steady state conditions requires q(i) = 0.309
Enforcing the REV boundary conditions (11),(12) and (15),(16) to (29) allows solving the310
hydraulic system of equations directly. This gives the relative pore pressure distribution311
field pˆτ1, from which the fluid mass fluxes can be determined using the fluid density based312
on pMτ1. The microscale hydraulic system for macroscale test solution τ1 is hereby solved313
corresponding to microscale mechanical configuration based on {um,τ1}.314
4. Computational homogenization for hydromechanical coupling315
4.1. Homogenized response316
Hill-Mandel principle of macro-homogeneity (Hill, 1965; Mandel, 1972) serves as the317




















With the assumption of decoupling between first and second gradient parts (Chambon et al.,320
2001), WM considers the work of the first gradient part. The work of the second gradient part321
is accounted for by the second gradient constitutive relation (see (1)). It is straightforward322
to write the virtual work of the first gradient part at the macroscale corresponding to a323





Given an equilibrated microscale configuration (∇·σ = 0), with the microscale displacement325
field umi piecewise differentiable and using the previously introduced definitions of domains326
and boundaries, the internal and external virtual work can be written for the subdomains327
























Note that for meeting the requirement of macro homogeneity, the small strain assumption329
was adopted to overcome the definition problems of stress and strain states in and around330
the interfaces at the microscale. For (30) to hold, this means that the macroscale stress331







A similar derivative of transport problems leads to the definition of a homogenized response333
of microscale diffusive flow or the combination of diffusive and pore channel flow; see for334













for fluid flux. In this work, only interface channel flow is considered, although a combination336
of interface channel flow and diffusive flow in the grains could be taken into account in the337
exact same formulation (van den Eijnden, 2015). Similar to (30) for the mechanical part of338
the work, the macroscale virtual work term R?M related to the variation of pressure gradients339
has to be equal to its microscale equivalent:340

































where the first term on the right hand side exists in case of diffusive flow in the grains and344
where
∑
∂Γ$ the sum of the fluid flux imbalance in the interfaces, which is non-zero where345
interface channels join the REV boundaries. This expression can be further simplified using346













Restriction to a microscale model with impervious grains allows defining the macroscale flux348



























4.2. Tangent stiffness matrix by computational homogenization351
A general formulation of the variation of nodal response (δfi, δq) to a variation of nodal352
kinematics (δui, δp) at the microscale can be formulated for the discretized microstructure,353








n and m are here the number of mechanical and hydraulic degrees of freedom respectively.355
Although in general, all terms in the matrices of (42) can be non-zero, it is easily verified that356
in the case of the micromechanical model presented above, [Kmh(n×m)] = [0(n×m)]. The matrices357
[Kmm(n×n)] and [K
hh
(m×m)] are provided by the systems of equations used to solve respectively358
the mechanical and hydraulic microscale balance equations. Matrix [Khm(m×n)] contains the359
coupling terms, which were not required for solving the microscale field equations, but can360
be derived from the partial derivatives of the coupling term κ (23) from which the variation361
of fluid mass flux with respect to a variation of nodal positions (i.e. ∂κ/∂unodei ) is used to362
assemble this matrix for the coupling from mechanics to hydraulics.363
To take into account the variation of the macroscopic fluid pressure pM (which is constant364
while solving the microscale problem) the variation of the microscale pressure is split into365
two parts:366
δpm = δpM + δpˆ (43)
with δpM the variation of the macroscale local fluid pressure and δpˆ the variation due to367
the macroscale fluid pressure gradient (enforced by the boundary conditions of (12)) and368
the microkinematic fluctuation field pf . This means that the variation δpM and δpˆ are369
independent.370
For including the boundary conditions of the REV boundary value problem, 7 additional371































where the extended matrix [Kext] has the following form:374 
0(4×4) 0(4×2) 0(4×1) 0(4×n) 0(4×m)
0(2×4) 0(2×2) 0(2×1) 0(2×n) 0(2×m)
0(1×4) 0(1×2) KMP(1×1) K
Mm
(1×n) 0(1×m)
0(n×4) 0(n×2) KmP(n×1) K
mm
(n×n) 0(n×m)







Matrices [KMP(1×1)], and [K
Mm
(1×n)] form the linearization of the relation between M , p
M and375
the microscale configuration characterized by {u(n)} around the current state, as defined in376
(41). As part of this linearization, [KMP(1×1)] is fully defined by the current pore volume and377
the derivative of (25) with respect to pM . The boundary condition with respect to the total378
macroscopic pressure is hereby taken into account in (45).379
The boundary conditions for ∇~uM and ∇pM have not yet been taken into account in this380
expression. To do so, the periodic boundary conditions are used to reduce the dependent381
degrees of freedom {δuF} and {δpF} through substitution by the periodic boundary condi-382
tions of (11) and (12). This entails a column operation in the matrix of (44), redistributing383
the columns related to the follow degrees of freedom over the lead degrees of freedom and384
the macro degrees of freedom. This means that the first 6 columns of the matrix are filled.385
The substitution of the follow degrees of freedom by the periodicity equations reduces the386
number of variables in the system of equations to 7 + ni + mi, with ni and mi the num-387














For the reduction of the number of equations, the equations for antiperiodic traction390
(15) and (16) are used to evaluate the combined nodal balance of the degrees of freedom391
on homologous nodes. At the same time, the equations of the homogenized response (34)392
and (40) are used to provide the dual terms for the variation of strain and pressure gradient393
in the upper six equations. The result is a reduced system of equations with independent394























































As the system of equations is build for an equilibrated configuration of the microstructure,398
the nodal residuals f ∗i and q
∗ are approximately zero. These nodal residuals include the com-399













in (46) by static condensation on the remaining 7 macro degrees of freedom:401














A final transformation is needed to change from a formulation of [A∗] for variation of403
fluid mass δM to a formulation [A] for variation of the rate of change of the fluid mass δM˙ .404
For the incremental time step ∆t in the macroscale BVP, M˙ is computed as405
M˙ t =
M t −M t−∆t
∆t
(51)





The transformation of [A∗] into [A] therefore comprises dividing the seventh row of [A∗]407
by ∆t. As a result, matrix [A] contains all tangent operator terms in (7) and thereby fully408
characterizes the classical part of the constitutive relations for the poromechanical continuum409
presented in Section 2. In this form, the classical part of the constitutive relations shows410
similarities with the formulation of Biot theory. Section 5.5 contains a further discussion on411
this topic.412
The microscale routine for deriving the macroscopic response and consistent tangent413
operators for a given macroscale configuration as presented above is summarized in Figure414
A.6.415
[Figure 6 about here.]416
4.3. Small stretch / large rotation417
In order to meet the requirements of the continuity of stress at the microscale, which418
is compromised by the cohesive zone models at the grain interfaces in case of large defor-419













formulation of the macroscale as well as possible, the principle of frame-invariance is used to421
be able to take into account possible large macro rotations. This is done by decomposing the422
macroscale deformation gradient tensor FM into a rotational componentR and a symmetric423






The rotation is equally applied to the transition of the macroscale pressure gradient:425
∇Mi p = RMij ∇REVj p (54)
Macroscale stretch tensor UREV (assumed approximately identical to the identity matrix)426
and ∇REV p are used for describing the boundary conditions of the REV ((11) and (12)),427
after which the homogenized response is rotated back to the macroscale using rotation tensor428
RM . The back-rotation in the upscaling is applied on both REV stress response σREV and429














The rotation of the consistent tangent stiffness matrices are not frame-objective and432
require a more extensive operations, which can be found in Appendix A. This procedure433
can be considered as a separate operation between the macro and microscale and will not434
be mentioned explicitly hereafter.435
5. Application in doublescale modelling of biaxial compression tests436
5.1. Microstructure modelling437
Based on Vorono¨ı tesselation of random periodically repeated sites, a periodic microstruc-438
ture is generated (Fritzen et al., 2009).439
Voronoi diagrams were proposed to represent brittle rocks such as granite (Massart and440
Selvadurai, 2012), shale (Yao et al., 2016), marble (Alonso-Marroqu´ın et al., 2005) and also441
clay rock (van den Eijnden, 2015), although the Voronoi diagram does not always match442













microstructure from Voronoi diagrams is to have user-objective realizations of unstructured444
grain assemblies, versatile enough to control the orientation distribution. In future applica-445
tions, Voronoi tessellation can be replaced by more advanced algorithms to reproduce the446
specific material microstructure under consideration, see for example Sonon et al. (2012).447
By stretching and rotating the distance functions of the tessellation, a bedding can be448
simulated through the grain shape with parameters βbed for the orientation of the bedding449
plane with respect to the horizontal and ξ for the average elongation index of the individual450
grains. In addition, a shape correction is applied to avoid Vorono¨ı diagrams with very451
short grain boundary sections. This correction is based on the optimization of the position452
of vertices that form the connections of the grain boundary sections with respect to the453
minimum of the sum of the diagram section lengths. Given the set of N section lengths ln454
with n = 1..N , defined by M vertices with coordinates xmi and m = 1..M , the quadratic455





The coordinates of the vertices corresponding to a minimum of L (referred to as ~xmin) are457
solved for to smoothen the shape of the grains and allow a better spatial discretization by458




Once the optimized solution ~xmin is found, a linear combination between the original Vorono¨ı460
vertices ~x0 and the optimized vertices ~xmin is taken by means of a parameter 0 ≤ η ≤ 1:461
~xvertexn = (1− η)~x0n + η~xminn (59)
A rotation angle θREV is introduced to define the orientation of the REV with respect462
to the macroscale sample (see Figure A.7). This rotation allows studying the structural463
response of samples with different orientations of the anisotropy, which itself is a material464













[Figure 7 about here.]466
The representativeness of the microstructure is an argument for a high number of grains467
to be taken into account in the REV, in line with the classical definition of the REV. Argu-468
ments for smaller REVs come from the computational load that comes with the evaluation469
of larger REVs; the time required for solving the microscale BVP scales quadratically with470
the number of degrees of freedom in its discretization. This requires a compromise between471
representativeness of the REV and the computational load to be accepted. However, local-472
ized damage patterns that develop in the softening regime can introduce a specific number of473
localization paths per REV, the spacing of which is in direct relation with the choice of the474
number of grains. Therefore, this choice influences the softening response of the REV. In a475
first attempt, a relatively simple REV with 16 grains is used and no attempt is made to de-476
termine its representativeness. The influence on the softening response is thereby considered477
as part of the constitutive behaviour.478
The stiffness of the grains is homogeneous over the REV with Lame´ parameters µ = 3.0479
GPa and λ = 2.0 GPa. Identical parameters are used for the normal and tangential compo-480
nents of the interface cohesion and all interfaces have the same cohesive relations. This means481
that any anisotropy in the macroscale response is due to the geometry of the microstructure482
and the orientation of the boundary conditions rather than a phenomenological expression483
in the microscale constitutive relations.A horizontal elongation of 67% (i.e. ξ = 1.67 and484
βbed = 0◦). Grain shape correction is applied with η = 0.20 to avoid a highly irregular distri-485
bution of grain boundary section lengths. For guaranteeing a well-posed hydraulic system of486
equations and a minimum permeability of the material, the coupling between the interface487
hydraulic opening is characterized by ∆uminh = 2 × 10−5 mm and ∆utransn = −2 × 10−5488
mm according to (24). For the given microstructure at θREV = 0◦, this corresponds to the489


















summarized in Table A.1.492
[Table 1 about here.]493
[Figure 8 about here.]494
5.2. Macroscale configuration and boundary conditions495
A biaxial compression test of a fully saturated sample of dimensions 38 × 76 mm is496
simulated. Drainage is applied on the top and the bottom of the sample, the sample sides are497
impervious. A deformation-controlled loading rate of ε˙a = 1× 10−8 s−1 is applied, which for498
the initial permeability of the material corresponds to transient conditions. The sample ends499
are considered to be perfectly smooth to simulate a biaxial compression test without friction500
between the end platens and the sample (see Figure A.8). No lateral confinement is applied501
and the initial total stress and fluid pressure are zero. The macroscale domain is discretized502
by a regular mesh of 10 × 20 square quadrilateral elements. Defects are introduced on the503
macroscale mesh by reducing the maximum cohesion terms Tmaxn and T
max
t by 5% for the504
microstructures in elements of the lower left and right corners. As there is no uniqueness505
of solution when strain localization starts (Chambon and Moullet, 2004; Be´suelle et al.,506
2006), the weakened elements constitute an attractor towards one of the possible localized507
solutions. Defects in both lower corners has been prefered to a single defect in one of the508
lower corners, to keep the symmetry with respect to the vertical axis of the specimen; the509
material anisotropy itself introduces a dissymmetry of the specimen and is expected to be510
influenced by either one of the two defects.511
5.3. Mesh objectivity and second gradient model calibration512
Regularization of the solution is through the local second gradient model for porome-513
chanical problems (Collin et al., 2006), providing mesh-objective solutions. As a special514
case of the more general form initially introduced by Mindlin (1964), sixth-order tensor D515
in (6) is here fully characterized by a linear elasticity parameter D [N ]. This parameter516
implicitly scales the width w of the shear band as w ∝
√













of the acoustic tensor and therefore depends on the first gradient operator C in (7) and the518
orientation of the band (Chambon et al., 1998; Be´suelle et al., 2006; Kotronis et al., 2008).519
With an evolving and anisotropic first gradient operator C, the width of the localization520
band and the effectiveness of regularization is difficult to predict accurately. The parameter521
D is therefore determined iteratively in a series of calibration computations. As a result of522
this, D = 1.0 kN is found to give mesh-objective results in case of strain localization for the523
mesh density used in the examples below.524
It has to be emphasized that the local second gradient model is here deployed purely as a525
regularization technique and the double stress does not represent the microstructural effects526
in the way it does in the formalism of micromorphic continua. In analogy with this, the527
width of the macroscale shear bands has no physical connection with the microstructural528
length scales. Notes that the constitutive parameters could be adjusted to reproduce the true529
band thickness of the material (El Moustapha, 2014). However, the bands can be very thin530
with respect to the size of the problem and would need some very thin elements, increasing531
dramatically the number of elements. As a result of the phenomenological formulation532
of the second gradient model, the macroscale shear band has to be seen as a continuous,533
homogenized representation of of a localization of micro-cracks or a fault.534
To demonstrate the mesh objective results obtained through regularization by the second535
gradient model, a series of biaxial compression tests is performed. This series corresponds to536
the BVP introduced in Figure A.8 for microstructure orientation θREV = 60◦. In addition537
to the 10×20 reference mesh in later computations, a coarser mesh (5×10 elements), a finer538
mesh (20× 40 elements) and an unstructured mesh (247 elements) are used. The deformed539
mesh with the corresponding VM equivalent strain fields are presented in Figures A.9b),540
A.9a), A.9e) and A.9c) respectively. The white lines indicate the cross-section of the shear541
band as it developed in the 10× 20 mesh. Length and position of the line are kept the same542
for the four subfigures to properly compare the width and location of the shear bands in543
the different meshes. It can be concluded that from the consistent width of the shear band544
and the general agreement of strain localization patterns, the model is mesh objective at545













from the other meshes and might suffer from some minor mesh dependency, particularly547
around the reflection of the shear band at the lower sample boundary. Some artifacts from548
extrapolation and smoothing in plotting the strain field are visible in A.9c). Nevertheless,549
the general pattern of strain localization is consistent between the four meshes with equal550
parameters D, demonstrating the mesh-objectivity of the model.551
Figures A.9d) and A.9f) show the deformed meshes of computations with parameter552
D = 250 N and D = 4000 kN respectively. Comparison with the deformed meshes for553
D = 1000 N demonstrates the relation between parameter D and the length scale of554
macroscale response (the width of the shear bands). To facilitate a more fair comparison of555
the shear bands, deformed meshes are shows for different levels of nominal axial strain but556
approximately equal state of local deformation inside the shear bands. For D = 250 N in557
A.9d) this means to a nominal axial strain of εa ≈ 0.4%, whereas the nominal axial strain in558
A.9f) reaches εa = 0.7%. With the width of the bands in A.9d) and A.9f) being respectively559
two times as small and two times as large as width of the shearband in A.9e), the relation560
between D and shearband width w is demonstrated at least in an approximated way.561
[Figure 9 about here.]562
5.4. Simulation results563
Simulations are conducted with different orientations of the microstructure by means of564
different REV orientations θREV . Figure A.10 shows the global reaction force to deforma-565
tion loading in four of such simulations. The responses for different values of θREV show566
orientation-dependency of the initial material stiffness, the material strength (peak response)567
and the softening behaviour.568
[Figure 10 about here.]569
Figure A.11 contains the deformed meshes at the macroscale with Von Mises equivalent570
(VM) strains and relative fluid fluxes, together with a deformed microstructural REV corre-571
sponding to an integration point inside the zone of localized strain. The deformation pattern572













Inspection of the fluid flux field as the response to the biaxial compression shows the574
general trend of fluid transport towards the active localization bands. This behaviour is in575
line with the positive pore volume rate due to the separation of the grains at the interfaces.576
This causes an under pressure and therefore an influx of pore fluid in the zones of localized.577
[Figure 11 about here.]578
The lower part of Figure A.11 shows the deformed microstructures of an integration point579
inside the shear band of each of the simulations, indicated in the deformed mesh by the points580
A. It is important to observe here that the orientations of the patterns of interface softening581
at the microscale do not necessarily align with the the shear bands at the macroscale.582
To demonstrate the coupling between the deformation and the fluid transport properties,583
a point that shows strong evolution of permeability is investigated during the simulation584
with θREV = 30◦ (Point C in Figure A.11). A reference point far away from the zone585
of localized deformation is studied as a reference point (Point D in Figure A.11). The586
deformed microstructures for these points at the end of the simulations are given in Figure587
A.12. They show a different mode of deformation than observed at point A in Figure A.11588
because different loading paths are followed as soon as the homogeneous deformation of589
the sample is lost; a more continuous network of opened interfaces has developed in point590
C, leading locally to a significant increase in permeability (2 orders of magnitude). The591
principal components of the permeability tensor k1 and k2 for points C and D are followed592
during the simulation and their evolutions are given in Figure A.13. It can be observed593
that the evolution at points C and D are identical until εa ≈ −0.006, at which a softening594
response starts (see Figure A.10). At higher states of axial shortening of the sample, the595
localized deformation forms zones with strongly increasing permeability (point C), as more596
continuous fluid percolation paths appear with the opening of interfaces. However, due to597
the two-dimensionality of the model, the evolution of permeability is restricted compared to598
three dimensional model, as the required contacts between grains under compressive loading599
prevents the development of fully continuous flow paths.600













[Figure 13 about here.]602
5.5. Closing remarks603
The macroscale formulation in Section 2 is the formulation of a general poromechanical604
continuum under saturated conditions. Therefore a comparison with the formulation of Biot605
theory can be made. Marinelli et al. (2016) modelled oedometric compression tests under606
poroelastic conditions with an adapted version of the model by Frey et al. (2012). The607
comparison with the analytical solution of the Biot theory demonstrates that the model608
is capable of reproducing consolidation processes. Although a different homogenization609
approach was used, the same tangent operators as given in (7) were derived in Marinelli610
et al. (2016) to make a comparison with Biot coefficients (Biot, 1941). Biot coefficient b is611
demonstrated to be strongly influenced by the relative stiffness of the interfaces with respect612
to the grain stiffness. As a result, b tends to be close to 1 in most cases of microstructure613
characterization. This value decreases with an increasing stiffness of the interface relative to614
the grains. Also, anisotropy and the dependency of the current state of the microstructure615
are present in the homogenized response. This leads to deviations from the classical Biot616
theory, in which parameters are generally constant and isotropic. With the given examples617
in this work and the results of Marinelli et al. (2016) it can be concluded that the model618
can be applied in the simulation of granular solids and capture consolidation processes at619
least for values b close to 1.620
In the given examples, dimensions of the REV were not specified explicitly. This is consis-621
tent with the doublescale framework from a mechanical point of view since all microstructure622
dimensions can be expressed relative to the REV. This means that the mechanical part of623
the model can be applied independent from the grain size. However, the translation from in-624
terface openings to hydraulic conductivity (Equations (23),(24)) defines a hydraulic interface625
opening relative to the fluid viscosity, which introduces the a length scale in the formula-626
tion of the hydraulic system. This indirectly introduces REV dimensions. In the presented627
examples, the REV dimensions were defined as 1 mm× 1 mm. Although the validity of the628













of the REV size has a significant influence, apart from the conceptual consistency, is in the630
(evolution of) the permeability. In case of future applications in which dimensions of grain631
size and interface cohesion parameters are both defined in an absolute sense, the dimensions632
of the REV have to be defined explicitly and the separation of scales has to be verified for633
conceptual consistency of the modelling approach.634
The computation time for the presented doublescale examples is mainly determined by635
the total loading steps required for applying the desired loading path. With the computation636
time for a single macroscale iteration in the order of 1 minute, the total computation time637
for the presented simulations, performed with a single CPU, was between 10 hours and 1 day638
as many small loading steps were required to obtain proper convergence of the NR iterative639
scheme in the post-peak domain.640
6. Conclusions641
In this paper a FE2 approach for the modelling of hydromechanical coupling was pre-642
sented. The behaviour of a poromechanical continuum at the macroscale is derived from643
the modelling of the underlying interaction between a solid granular microstructure and644
the pore fluid. The extension of the framework of computational homogenization to hy-645
dromechanical coupling was derived from the macro homogeneity condition for the work of646
the first gradient part of the model. For the modelling of softening behaviour, the multi-647
scale model was combined with a local second gradient paradigm to avoid the well-known648
mesh dependency of the classical finite element while maintaining decoupled from the (local)649
constitutive relations of the first gradient part.650
The application of the doublescale model for hydromechanical coupling in combination651
with a local second gradient model is demonstrated to be suitable for the modelling of lo-652
calization problems with hydromechanical coupling in a transient domain. The results are a653
good prospective on obtaining a general way of modelling material anisotropy, hydromechan-654
ical coupling and a full history dependency, based on simple micromechanical constitutive655
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Appendix A. Rotation of the consistent tangent operators782
The 7×7 consistent tangent operator introduced in (7) is repeated here without reference783



























The computational homogenization delivers the tangent operators in []REV although the
macroscale computation requires all tangent operators in []M . The objective rotation from
configuration []REV to []M related to the decomposition of the macroscale deformation gra-
dient tensor F into stretch U and rotation R demands the following operations for the








































































where I1 is the first strain invariant tr(U), δij is the Kronecker delta and θ is the angle of786
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Figure A.1: Zoom on the deformed local periodic microstructure in a deformed macroscale domain. Homol-























































































mechanical interface parent element
ξ1
hydraulic channel parent element
physical interface 
element
Figure A.4: Interface element with corresponding mechanical interface and hydraulic channel parent elements






























































uMτ1   Δ state history
{xt-Δt}, {Dt-Δt}
.      
Figure A.6: Schematic representation of microstructure routine for solving the REV BVP and deriving the
consistent tangent operators for the local kinematics of a macroscale trial Ωτ2 to solution Ωt. Passing of














Figure A.7: Definition of the angle of REV rotation θREV to control the orientation of the microstructure




























Figure A.8: Left: 16-grain microstructural REV with grain shape anisotropy ξ = 1.67 and bedding orienta-









































































































































































































DANS STRUCTURE DEFORMEE: ITYPF=1
(DEPL= 10.0 )








0      VM strain 0.05
elements D [N ] εa
a) 5x10 1000 0.5%
b) 10x20 1000 0.5%
c) 247 1000 0.5%
elements D [N ] εa
d) 20x40 250 0.4%
e) 20x40 1000 0.5%
f) 20x40 4000 0.7%
Figure A.9: Deformed domains at εa = 0.5% for different mesh densities (a) and different second gradient























































































































A Element 57, I.P. 1
Element 42, I.P. 2
Element 55, I.P. 2
Element 97, I.P. 3
Figure A.11: Deformed microstructure and fluid mass fluxes at εa = 0.015 for θ
REV = 90◦ and ε˙a = 1×10−8.
Deformed microstructures in the zones of localized deformation for biaxial compression tests at different
REV orientations θREV . Symbols ♦ and ♦ represent the interface state in softening (D0 < Dt < 1) and













Point C, disp.×10 Point D, disp.×10
Figure A.12: Deformed microstructures at the end of the simulation for points C and D, indicating the









































Figure A.13: Evolution of the principal components of the permeability tensor k1 and k2 at points C and D



























Table A.1: Microscale constitutive properties for the microstructural REV in Figure A.8.
microscale solid constitutive parameters
µ = 3.00 GPa λ = 2.00 GPa
microscale interface constitutive parameters
Tmaxt = 5.00 MPa T
max
n = 2.00 MPa
δct = 0.05 mm δ
c
n = 0.05 mm
D0t = 0.01 D
0
n = 0.01
∆utransh =-0.02 µm ∆u
min
h = 0.02 µm
grain geometry parameters
ξ = 1.67 βbed = 0◦
η = 0.20
51
